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FOOD

French cuisine is mainly associated with, breads pastries 

and cheese. Even though , these delicious foods are 

incorporated into a lot of French dishes ,  they also have a 

lot of different delectable wines, succulent seafood and 

other divine desserts . Like other cuisines the French 

palate has been inspired other the centuries by its 

neighbouring countries. Also a lot of dishes originated from 

“peasant” cuisine, but has now been enhanced and 

modified to be the mouth-watering foods they are today.



French Foods

• Macarons 

(I love macarons , I'm in awe at  the intricacy in creating 

them and they taste amazing ! )

• Crepes

(Thinner pancakes)

• Escargot

(cooked snails; they are usually buttered and seasoned )

• Soup à logion 

(This is a traditional French soup made of onions and beef 

stock,  served with croutons and melted cheese on top.)

• Cassoulet

(a  dish of white beans stewed together with meat. The dish 

typically uses pork or duck but can include sausages, 

goose or mutton.)

• Boeuf  bourguignon

( Boeuf bourguignon is a stew made from beef braised in 

red wine, beef broth, and seasoned vegetables including 

pearl onions and mushrooms. )



FAMOUS FRENCH PERSON 

ARTUAD

The person I have chosen is Antoine Henri Joseph Artaud (referred to as Antonin Artaud ). I learned 

about him in drama and really like his style of  theatre (we also share the same birthday!) . Artaud was 

born on the 4 September 1896 but then died age 52 on 4 March 1948. Artaud was a French theatre 

practitioner. He acted, wrote poems; essays, was and also a theatre director. Overall, Artaud is best known 

for conceptualizing a 'Theatre of  Cruelty'. 

Artaud was greatly affected the various illnesses he possessed but still had an amazing career and 

persevered. Artaud was conscripted into the French Army but was He discharged due to addiction to 

laudanum and mental instability -he suffered a nervous breakdown at age 19; this was not the end of  his 

mental illness.

• He wrote despite his fathers disapproval 

• He was rejected multiple time for his work , but the editor, Jacques Riviere, wrote back seeking to 

understand him, and a relationship via letters developed. Correspondence avec Jacques Riviere was 

Artaud's first major publication. 

• His first work in the theatre was with French theatre director Lugne Poe who described Artaud as "a 

painter lost in the midst of  actors" –He was different, unique but awesome.

• Charles Dullin ; one of  the celebrated  French teachers- took on Artaud as an  apprentice by in 1921 

at his theatre .

• He worked as a member of  with Dullin's troupe for eighteen months, constantly training hard every 

day. 

• He admired his teacher but eventually came to disagreement with Dullin.



Some of  his techniques included:

• Visual poetry-Communicating and expressing via body 

movements opposed to words.

• Assaulting the audience 

• Deliberate cruelty- Scarring the audience.

• Including the audience 

• Creating a dream world 

• The techniques he used mainly revolved around the audience 

or aspects that portray violence and its corresponding


